
CORIAN® IN YOUR KITCHEN

Create your wish list and Corian® Solid Surface
will make it come true.

BESPOKE
Details make the difference 
and Corian® Solid Surface is 
the perfect partner to create a 
one-of-a-kind space. Top off 
a striking kitchen island with 
a hob and hood, in one of our 
luxurious aesthetics, to allow 
functional elements to come 
to the fore.

TIMELESS
Corian® Solid Surface is 

designed to last. After years of 
wear, a simple re-sanding will 
restore the material’s original 
finish and beauty to make it 

feel brand new.

SINKS
When you make Corian® sinks 
an integral part of your kitchen, 
you are rewarded with an 
attractive surface and first-class 
functionality.

SMART SOLUTIONS
The design versatility of Corian® Solid Surface allows 

for a variety of intelligent solutions that are well suited 
to the kitchen. Easily transformable into a range of 

shapes, the material may be used to create sinks and 
worktops that incorporate removable dish racks and 

cutlery holders. Furthermore it can be equipped with 
Corian® Charging Surface, a technology that permits 
users to power up smartphones and tablets wirelessly.

DESIGN
No matter how spacious or 
compact your kitchen, Corian® 
Solid Surface lends a refined 
elegance and seductive touch 
to the space. A cleanly shaped 
edge gives a sense of balance 
to your work surface.

The rich colour and texture of reclaimed cabin wood is perfectly matched 
with the dark granular palette of Corian® Solid Surface Lava Rock  

used for the kitchen work surface and for the Corian® Sparkling sink.
A chic urban townhouse is given a contemporary feel with  

a kitchen island in pristine Corian® Solid Surface Glacier White.

A kitchen island in Corian® Solid Surface Neutral Concrete becomes 
the centrepiece of the room and makes a dramatic design statement.

A work surface and hood in evocative Corian® Solid Surface Deep 
Night Sky makes a stunning first impression. 

UNIQUE
To create your dream kitchen, 
choose the shape and colour 

of your sink, then select where 
to locate the drainer grooves, 
coved upstand and hob bars.

Corian® Solid Surface offers 
both aesthetical and practical 

benefits: a material that is 
streamlined and easy-to-clean.

Durable and non-porous, Corian® sinks are as easy 
to maintain as they are easy on the eye. You may 
choose from an extensive range of sink styles - each 
showcasing the materials’ extraordinary design 
versatility - and install them either as singles or in 
pairs to meet the aesthetic and practical needs of your 
kitchen.

Fluid forms in a choice of rich colours turn even the most basic kitchen 
elements into eye-catching designs.

The innovative nature of Corian® Solid Surface allows for intelligent 
solutions that integrate seamlessly within the kitchen.

Corian® Design believes in putting the customer at the center of every decision it makes - that 
is why it has adopted the brand tagline ‘Make Your Space’. The kitchen is one of the spaces 
where Corian® products have gained worldwide popularity and success, thanks to a unique 
combination of material performance, design versatility, fascinating aesthetics and service 
efficiency. 
Create work surfaces that flow seamlessly into sinks and backsplashes. Or throw out the rule 
book altogether and make something one-of-a-kind. The Corian® Design portfolio enables you 
to create a kitchen space that delivers the right feeling combined with the functionality to fit 
your lifestyle. Corian® Design understands that your space is where your life happens.

Kitchen work surface, backsplash and shelf in Corian® Solid Surface Dune Prima; Corian® Sweet sink; table top in Corian® 
Solid Surface Deep Nocturne.



GRAY ONYX

BASALT TERRAZZO

ELEGANT GRAY

DUNE PRIMA

DEEP NIGHT SKY

GLACIER WHITE

NIMBUS PRIMA

NEUTRAL CONCRETECAMEO WHITE

LIMESTONE PRIMA

LAVA ROCKDOVE

CORIAN® IN YOUR KITCHEN
Create your wish list and Corian® Solid Surface will make it come true.

To learn more about 
Corian® Solid Surface and Corian® sinks

please visit: www.corian.uk
or call 0800 96 21 16

To find a certified dealer in the UK please visit: 
www.corian.uk/-find-a-dealer-

EDGE STYLES
Since Corian® Solid Surface can be easily shaped and carved, there are a wide variety of stylish edge 
details available. They range from simple straight edges to bevel, receding or extra thick edges, as seen in 
the images below.

OTHER OPTIONS
To complete your work surface made with Corian® Solid Surface and create a truly bespoke look,  
you can add custom accents such as coved upstands, stainless steel hob bars or drainer grooves.

COLOURS
Corian® Solid Surface is available in a wide range of modern, elegant colours. From the purest solid white 
to naturally veined effects to intensely dark aesthetics from the Deep Colour® collection, Corian® Design 
offers a special palette of colours that have been specifically tested for intensive kitchen work surface use.

Corian® Solid Surface kitchen colour palette

This is a selection of colours of Corian® Solid Surface suitable for kitchen applications. Explore a broader range of colours and 
aesthetics at www.corian.uk and enjoy the creative freedom to develop the specific shapes, textures and effects that your design 
demands. Please note that our Corian® Solid Surface Colour Portfolio may contain heavily pigmented hues with random veining  
and reflective pigments. Samples may not represent the full aesthetic.
Please visit www.corian.uk and consult our online colour tool or ask your Corian® Design sales contact for more information.

USE AND CARE
Corian® Solid Surface is a non-porous, stain resistant, homogeneous, durable and renewable material. 
It is by nature easy to clean, easy to care for and easy to live with. For everyday cleaning, use a damp 
microfiber cloth with a standard household kitchen spray. Further information can be found in the 
Use & Care Kit left by your Corian® Solid Surface installer.

RENEWABLE
Most damage, including severe impact, heat or chemical damage, can usually be repaired on site to 
restore the integrity of the original smooth, hygienic solid surface.

THE CORIAN® QUALITY NETWORK
The Corian® Quality Network aims to ensure that customers are highly satisfied with their installation 
in Corian® Solid Surface. Every member of the Corian® Quality Network is committed to making sure 
that customers receive the highest quality product and the best possible service.

THE WARRANTY PROGRAM
There are two levels of warranty protection for Corian® Solid Surface: product level and installation 
level. The product warranty is standard for all Corian® products and ensures that they will be free of 
manufacturing defects for a period of 10 years after purchase.

A higher level of coverage, the 10-year Limited Installed Warranty, is available when fabrications and 
installation are carried out by an Industrial Partner of the Corian® Quality Network. This Limited 
Installed Warranty expands the product warranty and ensures that the fabrication and installation of 
the finished Corian® products will be free of defects.

TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT CORIAN® DESIGN:

CORIAN.COM

Facebook.com/CorianDesign         Instagram.com/CorianDesign          Linkedin.com/company/corian-design

Pinterest.com/coriandesign                  Twitter.com/CorianDesign         Youtube.com/CorianDesign
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The elegant pattern of Corian® Solid Surface Clam Shell – used for the backsplash and work surface that integrates a Corian® 
Smooth sink – blends harmoniously with the kitchen’s clean lines.


